SOC on Azure Sentinel
4 hours workshop
Insights on a SOC service based
on Azure Sentinel SIEM Technology

SOC on Azure Sentinel
Var Group provides a 1to1 workshop for companies interested in learning more about features and
benefits of SOC services on Azure Sentinel technology and it describes how companies can implement these services in their business. In this workshop we will describe benefits and enhancements provided by a Managed Security Service based on this technology, which allows a company to
anticipate evolving threats.
The aim of the workshop is to explain how SOC service helps to detect, analyse and respond to
threats against monitored environment and to gain knowledge about Azure Sentinel.
The main themes of the workshop include:

What is a SOC (Security Operation
Center) and why it is important

How Azure Sentinel is easily
implemented in companies which
use Microsoft cloud environment

Why Azure Sentinel empowers
SOC service with its functionalities

Which threat models can be
detected using our use cases

How does Azure Sentinel works
(both for on premises sources and
cloud sources)

Which remediations can be
implemented to automatically
respond to threats using Azure
Sentinel Playbooks

VAR GROUP
Var Group is fully owned by Gruppo Sesa S.p.A., a leading
Italian Group in the field of value-added IT solutions for
business segment. Var Group’s offering draws its strength
from the deep knowledge of business processes and the
integration of several elements. It is the result of the work
carried out by several Business Units focusing on projects
development in terms of: Business & Industry Solutions,
Digital Cloud, Digital Industries, Digital Process Engineering, Customer Experience, Digital Security, Business Technology Solutions, Smart Services, Data Science. The parent
company Sesa S.p.A. is listed on the STAR segment of the
MTA market of the Italian Stock Exchange.

YARIX
Yarix is the leading company in Var Group’s Digital Security
division and one of the most recognized, innovative and
authoritative Italian companies in the IT security sector. For
20 years it has been providing cyber security, business
continuity and disaster recovery services and solutions to
industries, government and military organizations, healthcare companies and universities. Founded in 2001, Yarix
is today one of the most important players in Italy. It has
one of the most advanced Cognitive Security Operation
Center in Italy and benefits from teams of people specialized in defensive and offensive security, Cyber Threat
Intelligence, Incident Response.

